
ISAT Vocabulary Words for Quarters 1 & 2 
 

Language Arts Literature 

6th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 6th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 

 administrator advisor  ample extensive 

 biologist breadwinner  arouse contempt 

 caretaker diplomat  disgust interfere 

 florist handmaid  repent abrupt 

 layoff sergeant  hasten prompt 

 soprano squire  yule contraption 

 supervisor tailor  condemn conform 

 affix ascent  adept ponder 

 comprise graft  amuck adjacent 

 inert initiation  jangle ovation 

 stagnant undulate  rehabilitate famine 

 despair marvel  wholesome aftereffect 

 deteriorate gruel  debris immaculate 

 confer preside  customary magnitude 

 conjecture shrewd  grotesque livid 

      

7th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 7th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 

 preface reciprocal  fantasy foresee 

 hereafter infrequent  lore notion 

 hereinafter sledge  fickle giddy 

 heretofore vagabond  reliability resolute 

 decree gripe  refinery seminary 

 wrongdoer prow  veneer protectorate 

 intrigue listless  sublime seemingly 

 straightforward psalm  serum circumstance 

 thesaurus noteworthy  ember insulator 

 moral petty  flaunt portrayal 

 metaphor nonetheless  reside suffocate  

 refreshingly regrettably  spew millpond 

 unquestionably mishap  surge whitecap 

 mangle torment  scepter seam 

 septic sanity  souse waterlog 

      

8th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 8th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 

 alumnus apothecary  depose equestrian 

 consul coroner  vassal catapult 

 menial notary  dispel divert 

 abort adjourn  impede integrate 

 converge disperse  liaison plummet 

 encompass fetter  subordinate sufficiently 

 prelude recoil  aloof belligerent 

 subside traverse  curt deplore 

 caliber cumbersome  fetish jovial 

 meager mote  tomfoolery canape 



 
8th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 8th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2  

 condolence condone  venison whey 

 dote empathize  buckshot scaffold 

 heartrending homage  winch feudal 

 malice melancholy  recluse waif 

      

Social Studies Math 

6th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 6th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 

 godchild taxpayer  accountant peddle 

 landholder petition  cashier ransom 

 ancestry plea  auction redeem 

 decade philosophy  bankbook retail 

 eternal disloyalty  finance scholarship 

 generation crisscross  grant splurge 

 goddaughter warfare  guinea strongbox 

 godson possess  inexpensive taxation 

 grandnephew apostle  insurance token 

 guardian acquaintance  insure wage 

 descendant alien  legacy windfall 

 elder ally  levy adorn 

 patriarch amateur  merchandise bureau 

 spectator bachelor  mint cut glass 

 inhabitant bridegroom  moneybag décor 

      

7th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 7th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 

 corporal crinkle  vendor propulsion 

 dignitary fuse  subtle doldrums 

 turmoil probation  numerous drastic 

 grudge revolve  invalid exclude 

 inhabitant chauffeur  translation greed 

 vicinity clerk  insignificant hanker 

 premises constable  invaluable huff 

 impressive contractor  pointless revenge 

 onslaught coppersmith  unquestioned rollicking 

 retain deacon  portray suspense 

 context news carrier  conceive woe 

 prosper porter  flourish legume 

 parson receptionist  disarray nutmeg 

 post retire  distinctive pemmican 

 travail tribune  tangible rye 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      



8th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 8th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 

 inmate critic  deduce bobtail 

 juror commute  zenith bullfinch 

 prosecutor deter  sequence canine 

 era curtail  compensate canter 

 felon academic  depreciate carnivorous 

 harem assassin  disburse catfish 
 
 

 
dissent backwoodsman  reimburse cicada 

 ratify bedfellow  abacus cockleshell 

 suppress bigot  anaconda copperhead 

 discriminate bondholder  aviary cowbird 

 diverse buffoon  barnacle damselfly 

 warhead bugaboo  transplant duckbill 

 architecture bumpkin  blacksnake eider 

 cardinal bushman  blue bottle eiderdown 

 incumbent castoff  bluefish fantail 

      

Science  

6th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Exploratory 

 astronomer amethyst  affluent  

 technician anthracite  anthropology  

 ascend asphalt  archeology  

 inertia barium  architecture  

 terminate barren  clergyman  

 absolutely bauxite  journeyman  

 accelerate beryllium  obstetrics  

 velocity clod  vocation  

 apparatus cobalt  matrimony  

 gadget corrode  aptitude  

 alien fallow   adolescent  

 proposal feldspar  immigrant  

 regulate gneiss  controversy  

 corrode graphite  franchise  

 aggregate jade    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      



7th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Music 

 evolve elaborate  intricate  

 perishable foresee  rivet  

 eccentric breakneck  peril  

 ferocious convenience  treacherous  

 vicious fiance  impertinent  

 tactful fluent  impose  

 truant perilous  scornful  

 installation pitfall  sullen  

 sinister durability  wisecrack  

 presumably finespun  morsel  

 sensibly makeshift  scarcely  

 undeniably potent*  glean  

 sacrifice taut  convey  

 potent* boron  stigma  

 perceive skylark  prose  

      

8th Grade Quarter 1 Quarter 2    

 rancid vile    

 wireless preliminary    

 contradict ethnic    

 dissemble sever    

 syllabus lethal    

 visualize specialist    

 decant saturate    

 waterworks concise    

 immerse contradict    

 navigable hallucination    

 aviary dissemble    

 permeate mandate    

 virtually appraise    

 enhance toxic    

 sparse ethics    

 


